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In Aurous Hill, inquiring about Orvel is like inquiring about the Bonnano in New York, pulling a random 

person on the street, you can ask a four or five or six. 

So, Martina quickly inquired about some information about Orvel, then immediately gave feedback to 

Stella: 

“Miss, that Orvel I have inquired about, he is the head of the underground forces in Aurous Hill, a 

famous person,” 

“Engaged in a number of industries, including a restaurant named Classic Mansion, which is one of the 

top restaurants in the city.” 

Stella nodded, analyzed: “That master Wade, with Issac, casually said in a sentence to send people to 

Orvel, although I do not know what he wants to send, but him to say this in a tone that is respectful it 

can be seen that, that Orvel should also listen to his orders.” 

Speaking of this, Stella could not help but feel: “If that Master Wade is just a feng shui gentleman, then 

is it not a bit strange that both Issac and Orvel are so respectful to him?” 

Martina said, “It’s okay, Miss, have you forgotten how much respect the master has for that old man 

Lai? Every time he sees him, he is always respectful.” 

Stella said seriously, “Grandpa Lai’s situation is different, he is a top feng shui master in Chinese circles, 

highly respected!” 

“And his ancestral lineage is in order for dozens of generations, not to mention my grandfather, even 

the An family’s people are respectful when they see him.” 

She said that and added: “But that Master Wade, looks like he’s only in his twenties, and not from any 

feng shui family, how can he have such a big face?” 

Martina shrugged her shoulders: “Maybe he is young and talented.” 

Speaking of this, Martina thought of something and said, “Miss, that Master Wade, could it be someone 

from the Wade family?” 

“You said this possibility I have also considered.” 

Stella opened her mouth and said, “But I don’t think it’s very likely if he’s from the Wade family, Issac 

shouldn’t give him such a strange title as Master Wade, it’s like you can’t call me Master Fei in a 

nonsensical way.” 

Saying that, she also felt that she couldn’t be so absolute, so she said, “You’d better check the 

information of the Wade family, find out all the information of the younger generation of the Wade 

family and show it to me, see if it can correspond.” 

Martina immediately said, “Then I’ll go do it right now!” 

The information of the Wade family members was not easy to find, but it was not a difficult task for the 

Fei family. 



Soon, Martina had all the information of the younger generation of the Wade family in hand and handed 

it to Stella. 

Stella looked through the multiple profiles, including Morgan and Hawade, and there was indeed no 

connection to Master Wade she had seen, so she put the profiles aside and said indifferently, 

“It seems that he is indeed not a member of the Wade family, he just happens to have the surname 

Wade.” 

After a moment of silence, she frowned again and said, “I’m now wondering if this Master Wade, could 

he have something to do with the Rejuvenating Pill, the maker or marketer of the Rejuvenating Pill, 

could it be him.” 

Martina said in surprise: “Miss, this should be unlikely …… that young man is only in his twenties …… For 

a person in his twenties, it is unlikely that he can afford to manipulate such a large plate,” 

“And also attract hundreds of top tycoons to come over, not to mention, the rejuvenation Pill kind of 

thing, also does not look like young people will have.” 

Stella agreed with Martina’s words and nodded, “I think the same as you, I always think that the person 

behind the Rejuvenating Pill should not be a young person.” 

Saying that, she added: “However, that Master Wade can make Issac and Orvel treat him with such 

respect, I think he is also a bit capable, have you inquired about this person?” 

“I did.” Martina said, “Unlike Orvel, Orvel’s name is known to the whole Aurous Hill, but Master Wade’s 

name, no one seems to know.” 

“No one knows?” Stella was even more surprised and said offhandedly, “Issac even respects him, such a 

person, no one knows about him in Aurous Hill?” 

“Indeed.” Martina said seriously, “The people we consulted to, said they had not heard of Master 

Wade’s name.” 
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In fact, Charlie had always acted in a very low profile. 

Although there were many people in Aurous Hill who knew his name as Master Wade, but those people 

were basically his own people. 

The only time that Charlie showed his face was at the dark magic Conference that led to the death of 

Jinghai, but most of those who came to the dark magic Conference were not local people in Aurous Hill. 

What’s more, the strength that Charlie showed was so strong that those people kept their mouths shut 

about his deeds. 

As for Orvel, Liang, Issac, and Qin Gang, if someone asked them to inquire about Charlie’s deeds, they 

would not reveal even half a word. 

So, although Aurous Hill is Charlie’s home turf, but Aurous Hill knows him, knows him as “Master 

Wade”, really not many know him by the name Charlie. 



This makes Stella even more puzzled. 

Originally, she thought that Charlie should be a famous local feng shui master, so some local dignitaries 

have to give him some respect. 

But now it seems that he is hardly known in the local area, which is really strange. 

Stella frowned and said, “I always feel that something is wrong with this matter and that Master 

surnamed Wade is not quite right, but I can’t figure out where the problem lies for a while.” 

Martina hurriedly comforted, “Miss, don’t worry too much, maybe that man is not really capable, and 

there may be no direct connection with the Rejuvenating Pill.” 

Stella said very firmly: “Martina you remember, the old ancestors said that things out of the ordinary 

must have a demon,” 

“This phrase is one of the gold standards for judging the problem, anything, if it violates common sense 

so that we can not see through,” 

“Then there must be a place where they have not yet understood, once understood, the matter will 

naturally be able to see through.” 

This is the experience that Stella summed up when she was very young. 

When she was a child, she watched the magician perform magic, each magic trick looks so wonderful 

mysterious, so she could not figure out the reason for it. 

If other children were directly exposed to this mysterious happening, they’d fall to worship the magician 

and believe it as true magic. 

But for Stella, she always believed in one thing, the reason your mind cannot wrap around the process is 

not the magic of the magician but the fact that you have not seen through the mystery. 

Therefore, she asked her family to invite a number of magicians to decipher the mystery of each magic 

trick for her on the spot. 

With a lot of seemingly unimaginable, or even impossible to complete the magic, the mechanism, and 

mystery behind it one by one in front of her eyes revealed, she immediately found that all the doubts 

and shock were dissipated in that moment. 

These childhood experiences have reinforced the basic direction and logic of her judgment of things. 

Now Charlie, in front of her, was a magic trick, a magic trick that she had not yet penetrated the logic 

behind, so she could not wait to unveil the mystery behind this “magic trick” in her heart. 

Martina thought for a moment and said, “Miss, I really can’t, I’ll arrange for the bodyguard 

accompanying me to quietly follow that Master Wade to see if we can find anything.” 

“No way.” Stella immediately refused: “Before we know how much the other party really weighs, we 

can’t take any risks.” 



After that, Stella said, “We just arrived in Aurous Hill, there are still nearly 20 days before the 

Rejuvenating Pill auction starts,” 

“It’s better to play it safe and not to rush, I’ll first try to find out what the name of that Master Wade is.” 

Martina said with some worry, “Miss, you only met Master Wade once, so I’m afraid it’s not easy to find 

out who his name is without letting people follow him.” 

Stella nodded and said, “I thought of that.” 

Saying that, she smiled slightly and said, “But the good thing is that there are still two clues, Issac and 

Orvel.” 

Speaking of this, Stella then said, “You go to that Orvel’s Classic Mansion, ask him what the highest 

consumption there is, and then according to the highest standard book it for me for a month,” 

“Every day afternoon, evening, we go to the Classic Mansion to eat, I believe there will be a harvest.” 

“Okay, Miss!” Martina immediately said: “Miss do not worry, I will go to do it.” 
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Stella also instructed, “By the way, investigate whether there are any famous local top doctors in Aurous 

Hill, especially Chinese doctors!” 

“I always feel that this inconspicuous place in Aurous Hill is already not remarkable,” 

“But can also produce the Rejuvenating Pill, really weird!” 

Martina immediately nodded and said, “Yes, Miss, I’ll have someone find out as soon as possible!” 

Orvel recently had a very leisurely day, every day after going out for inspection, he returned to the top 

floor of Classic Mansion, drinking tea and listening to music, dashing and relaxed. 

However, in the evening, Issac suddenly called him and said in a serious tone, “Orvel, your dog farm has 

to hurry up and get ready, it’s going to receive new goods tonight.” 

Orvel was lying on a recliner, drinking tea with a purple sand pot in his hand, when he heard this, he sat 

up straight and asked, “How many goods will arrive tonight?” 

Issac laughed: “No surprises, seven or eight, if there are more, it is estimated to break double figures!” 

“Holy sh!t ……” Orvel exclaimed, “How come there are so many ……” 

Issac helplessly said: “Hey, don’t mention it, these two days the outsiders sent agents to spy on JX 

pharmaceutical and they are coming wave after wave,” 

“These seven or eight are also caught in JX pharmaceutical, there are dozens of day and night around 

the JX pharmaceutical, and now not yet down.” 

Saying that, Issac further said: “With this batch of goods, you must be careful, these people are from the 

agents clan, well-trained, do not let them run away!” 



“Run away?” Orvel’s heated smile, immediately said: “You can rest assured, someone who can run away 

from my dog farm has not been born!” 

He said, he hurriedly added: “When the people are delivered, I will first have my men break both of their 

legs, and then send each of them a thirty pounds of pure iron dog chain, and then three large one-

pound locks, so they can not even crawl!” 

“Don’t.” Issac said, “The young master has said that the identity of these people is sensitive, long-term 

stay in your place is certainly not suitable, nor is it safe,” 

“So the intention is to wait for the right time, when the ships are sent to Syria, these people will go to 

Syria where they have other uses.” 

“Ah?” Orvel asked in surprise: “Sent to Syria? These people have special status, how to send them 

there?” 

Issac laughed: “It just so happens that sometime later the young master will send a ship to Syria to send 

food, by the way, these people are packed and sent there, Hamid there now listen to the young master’s 

advice,” 

“He will set up a special cave digging engineering team, the young master’s intention is to send these 

people to Hamid as diggers, it is also considered to be the best use,” 

“If you break their legs they will not be able to do anything but eat, drink, and sh!t.” 

When Orvel heard this, he said, “If I can’t break their legs, then the pressure on my security is really too 

great!” 

“This is not one or two agents, but seven or eight or even dozens of agents, I am afraid that the people 

under my hands simply can not prevent them ……” 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re doing. 

Issac laughed: “You are watching too many movies, the reality of the agents are also human, you really 

think they can go to heaven and earth and are omnipotent?” 

The most important thing is to make sure that they are not hiding any tools and then put them inside. I 

do not believe that they can still chew your welded cages open?” 

Then, Issac said: “You do not have so much psychological pressure, the movie on those villains are all 

retarded,” 

“So the decent characters how can they escape, you really want to strip them nak3d welded to death in 

a large iron cage, and 100,000 007 piles upon them it is also impossible to escape! 

Hearing this, Orvel breathed a sigh of relief and laughed: “This is a good idea! This makes me much 

better!” 

“Master Wade instructed me to upgrade the dog farm last time, I am now working on the new cage, 

using 30 mm thick rebar, and is the inner and outer layers, tic-tac-toe stacked arrangement, the cage is 

really welded, even elephants can not escape!” 



“That’s good.” Issac asked him: “Where are you?” 

Orvel said, “I’m in Classic Mansion, I’m rushing to the dog farm now!” 

“Good!” Issac said, “Then I’ll go there too, I’ll see you at the farm.” 

“Okay!” 
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Orvel hung up Issac’s phone, immediately stood up, took the car keys, and prepared to go to the dog 

farm. 

At this time, the manager of Classic Mansion ran up quickly, panting, and said, “Master …… master, 

downstairs …… downstairs there is a big customer!” 

Orvel frowned and asked, “What big patron?” 

The manager was busy: “Someone wants to rent our diamond box, the package for a month!” 

“What kind of person is that ……” Orvel asked in amazement: “Come to Classic Mansion to eat for a 

month, sick, right?” 

The manager is also very confused: “I also do not understand, the person came to ask how much our 

most expensive grade,” 

“I gave her the price of a diamond box excluding drinks 200,000, she did not say a word, and is asking for 

noon and evening two meals, together is 60 meals! Twelve million!” 

Orvel frowned and said, “Are you nuts? It can’t be a deliberate trick on you, right?” 

“No ……” the manager said hurriedly: “The woman is fciking cool, I said the minimum of twelve million,” 

“If really, I give her a discount, she directly sent cash to account of the Classic mansion total 15 million, 

said that we can raise the grade of dishes to mention ……” 

The manager said with a look of credit: “Master, this is 15 million! We have never received such a large 

order since the opening of Classic Mansion!” 

Orvel immediately said with annoyance, “Who the h3ll told you to charge? This diamond box, I usually 

have to use to entertain Master Wade, you are the manager here, you don’t have a number in mind?” 

The manager then realized that he had done something wrong and said with shame: “I’m sorry, Master 

…… I just thought about a big order and forgot that you wanted to entertain Master Wade. ……” 

“I’ll go down and talk to her and have the finance refund the money back the way it was.” 

Orvel snorted coldly and said, “Remember, from now on, the diamond box is reserved only for Master 

Wade, if Master Wade doesn’t come, it will remain empty for me, and no one else can use it even if they 

pay more money. 

The manager immediately nodded his head in fear and said, “I know, Master! Don’t worry, there won’t 

be the next time!” 



Only then did Orvel’s expression ease up a bit and said in a cold voice, “I have to go out, so hurry up and 

take care of things.” 

After saying that, he directly pushed the door and took the elevator to go downstairs. 

Orvel out of the Classic Mansion just passed the reception desk, saw a woman in a professional dress is 

standing next to the desk, thinking about what the little brother said just now, so subconsciously looked 

at each other more. 

And this woman, it is Stella’s personal assistant, Martina. 

Martina also saw Orvel at this time, because she had just checked Orvel’s information, she immediately 

recognized this middle-aged man of about 50 years old, wearing a Tang suit, with a large bald head. 

At this time, the receptionist said respectfully, “You’re going out, Master Wu?” 

Orvel gave a hint, nodded, and met Martina with two eyes, feeling that the woman looked at him with a 

slightly strange look. 

However, Orvel did not think much about it, after all, time is short, Issac is still waiting for him, so he 

went straight out of the Classic Mansion, drove the car, and went straight to the dog farm. 

And at this time, the manager of the Classic Mansion also hurriedly ran down the stairs and came 

directly to Martina, saying apologetically: 

“Miss sorry, our boss said that the diamond box does not accept reservations, I will let the finance 

refund your money back!” 

Martina was surprised and asked, “Why? You opened the door to do business, and I paid you a month’s 

fee in advance, why are you going back on the transaction?” 

The manager said helplessly, “This is our boss’s intention, I’m really sorry!” 

Martina asked, “Do you think the money is not enough? I can also give you a little more!” 

The manager said, “Miss, it’s not about money, it’s our boss’s rule that diamond boxes don’t accept 

reservations, I can’t help it.” 

Martina was a bit angry and questioned, “Then I can book a different box, right? Don’t you have any 

gold boxes?” 

When the manager heard this, he said, “No problem with that!” 

Martina could only say with a puffed-up voice: “Fine! Then I will book the golden box! You don’t have to 

refund the money, but prepare our meal at the level of the diamond box!” 
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After Martina returned to Shangri-La, she reported the situation she encountered at the Classic Mansion 

to Stella. 

After listening, Stella immediately said with certainty, “I guess their diamond box is reserved for an 

important guest, and it might be that Master Wade.” 



Saying that, she smiled faintly, the whole person also relaxed, said: “This is better, maybe in a few days 

we can meet that master Wade.” 

Martina spat out her tongue and sighed: “For that Master Wade, even a single order of more than ten 

million can be refused, this Master Wade’s importance for Orvel is too big!” 

Stella gently nodded, pursed her lips, and said with interest, “I’m really getting curious about that 

Master Wade!” 

Immediately, her eyes suddenly lit up and she said, “Martina, see if there are any villas in Aurous Hill 

near the mountains and water, buy one if you have one.” 

Martina was surprised and asked, “Miss, why do you suddenly want to buy a villa in Aurous Hill?” 

Stella laughed: “When the time comes, ask that master Wade to come over and give me a look at the 

feng shui!” 

Martina suddenly realized, and asked, “Miss, what kind of villa do you want to buy? Do you want me to 

compile some information so that you can choose first?” 

Stella waved her hand: “Just a villa, no need to go through all this trouble, just go and look at it and buy 

it if you like. 

To Stella, buying a villa in a place like Aurous Hill could not cost more than 30 million dollars, so such a 

small project is not important to her and not worth her time. 

Martina also knows the style of her boss, always grasping the big and letting go of the small, any small 

matter, she does not bother and worry about it, and she likes to delegate all the power to the people in 

charge. 

So, she spoke up and said, “Okay Miss, I’ll go do this first thing tomorrow morning.” 

…… 

This time the sky is getting darker in the city with the sunset. 

Orvel’s dog farm is a busy place. 

In the expansion of the dog farm, he adopted the way of sealing the top and digging the bottom, laying a 

steel roof on top of the entire farm. 

While also using photovoltaic power panels to make a comprehensive layer of coverage, while the 

interior is unobtrusively dug out two full layers down. 

In this way, not only to ensure that the scale of the dog farm multiplied but also to minimize the risk of 

exposure, in addition, also give the entire dog farm a strength more solid than gold. 

If you are really locked in here, wanting to escape can be as difficult as climbing the sky. 

Soon, two vans drove to the dog farm, followed by several Cataclysmic Front soldiers, from the first car, 

escorted down eleven agents. 



These, all agents were captured by the soldiers of the Cataclysmic Front when they quietly infiltrated JX 

Pharmaceutical and tried to explore the secrets of the Renewing Pills. 

They thought they were well trained and could be unnoticed, but in front of these masters of the Front, 

they had nowhere to hide. 

When they were taken off the bus, they had no idea where they had arrived because they all had 

impervious black cloth bags over their heads. 

Moreover, the hands of these agents were tied together very professionally with wide and thick nylon 

ties. 
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In order to prevent them from escaping, their hands were folded together, not only at the wrists and 

small arms with nylon ties fixed, five fingers of each hand were also tied together with five fingers of the 

other hand. 

In this case, not to mention let them find their own quilting pins or blades to escape, even if the blades 

were placed in front of them, they could not pick them up. 

When the soldiers of the Cataclysmic Front brought them all into the second floor of the dog breeding 

ground, the group did not know what kind of situation was waiting for them. 

The people were brought to the solid cage, Orvel pulled off the black cloth bag covering their heads one 

by one, looking at more than ten men with different skin tones, he said in a cold voice: 

“Since you are all agents, I think you should understand what I am about to say, I will introduce myself 

to you, my name is Master Orvel,” 

“In this part of the land, I have never been afraid of anyone except Master Wade, you dogs are the same 

as the dogs I raised here, you must obediently obey my arrangements, otherwise, I have ways to make 

your lives worse than death!” 

More than ten agents saw that they were in front of a huge iron cage, and all of them got nervous at 

once. 

One of them shouted out loud, “We demand humanitarian treatment!” 

Orvel went up to him and slapped him hard across the face, spitting and cursing, “Fcuk you, you fcuking 

came to my territory as a thief, trying to fcuking steal our stuff,” 

“And still have the fcuking face to ask me for humanitarian treatment? I keep your lives because you are 

more or less useful in the future,” 

“You do not kneel down to thank Master Wade to spare your lives, but still have the face to pull this egg 

with me?” 

Saying that Orvel immediately said to his men: “Go, let the welder according to the previous iron hood 

for the Tibetan mastiff, also welded a hood for him on the spot, lock his pig head into the hood for me,” 



“In three days he is not allowed to eat! If he dares to say one more word, you will directly sew up his 

dog mouth for me!” 

Orvel’s fierceness immediately made the group of well-trained agents feel a little chill at their backs. 

So all of them shut their mouths and waited anxiously for his next sentence. 

They actually know very well that their own infiltration into JX Pharmaceuticals to steal core secrets is 

illegal, plus their own special identity,” 

“If something happens, they will not be recognized by the West, so now they can only be slaughtered 

while hoping that their country could come to rescue them. 

Soon, Orvel’s welders used a thin steel bar to weld a mask for the unlucky man, this thing to cover his 

head, an imitation of fencing athletes. 

Orvel directly locked it with an extremely common three-ring lock, and said in a cold voice to the man: 

“Listen to me, if you dare to open this hood yourself, I will let someone weld an iron coffin, weld it with 

you inside! Do you understand?” 

When the man heard this, he hastened to grovel and said, “I understand, I understand!” 

In a cold voice, Orvel instructed his men around him, “Take off all their clothes, leaving only one pair of 

pants for each of them, and then put them all in the cage!” 

Many of his men immediately undressed the men, cut the nylon ties from their hands one by one, and 

pushed them into the cage. 

Since there were soldiers of the Cataclysmic Front standing next to them, none of the agents dared to 

resist and could only get into the cage honestly. 
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Once inside the cage, the gang felt a wave of despair. 

The cage is solid for human beings, thirty millimeters of rebar cross-welded, leaving only a square gap of 

ten centimeters on the side. 

Just a little empty, at most you can put your arm out, such a strong cage, there is almost no possibility of 

violent crack. 

After the gang was stuffed into the cage one by one, all their hopes were pinned on the iron door. 

Most of these people are experts in opening locks, as long as the normal mechanical structure of the 

lock, in their eyes are not too difficult, as long as the time is ripe, quietly open the lock then will have a 

chance to escape. 

However, just when they fantasized about how to crack the cell door, only to see a few of Orvel’s men, 

dragging the power cord and welding machine ran over, squatting at the door of the cell, against the 

iron door they heard a crackling. 

For a while, the fire from the welding shot out in all directions. 



This group of people instantly looked with an ashen face, the heart has been desperate to the extreme. 

Iron door welded, then if they want to escape from here, there is almost no possibility except to chop 

themselves up first! 

Orvel has a strong reckless aura, and this reckless aura of his, usually in front of people who have really 

gone through life and death, through big storms, is not scary, and even makes people feel a little 

ridiculous. 

However, once he is in the right environment for him, this recklessness in his body, will explode out very 

powerful deterrent power. 

At this moment, Orvel is standing in front of the iron cage of the dog farm, just like an African hyena 

standing in the endless savannah! 

This is its home turf, on its home turf, even the king of all beasts, the lion, seeing his fierce appearance, 

will be tightened. 

Because this thing looks inconspicuous, but the hands are really hard. 

What about the lion, how about the hippopotamus, really just up African hyena who is not afraid, and 

can directly play the animal world’s most ruthless and cruel means, no one can stop him. 

Don’t look at this group of agents usually not less experienced danger, and even not less caught and 

captured, but this is in the peace era. 

The agents are generally captured between the countries of private political mediation, as for the 

captured agents, not only will not be tortured, but also enjoy better humanitarian treatment than 

ordinary prisoners. 

However, they now face Orvel, what humanitarian treatment, what basic personality, it is all bullsh!t 

and will not give them a guarantee. 

Said to weld a hood, immediately welded a hood, and then lock the head in, which leaves no doubt that 

if they continue to provoke him, he will really be welded into the coffin. 

Moreover, in their lifetime, they have never sat in this kind of jail. 

Once in the cell, the cell door was welded shut directly from the outside …… 

At this time, Orvel with cold eyes watching the iron door which is completely welded shut, sneered, and 

ordered to the people around him: 

“Listen to me, from now on, only give them one meal a day, the meal should be as low as possible, low-

carbon water, and every hour, give them a cold shower, torture them to exhaustion,” 

“So that they not only do not have the physical strength to escape, even if want escape! They will not 

even have the brainpower to escape!” 

The minion immediately agreed in a loud voice, but a group of agents suddenly fell into the ice cell. 



A cold shower every hour, now in April weather, they won’t die, but this is clearly to wear down their 

physical strength and will, and at the same time interrupt the consistency of their rest. 

In this way, even basic sleep can not be guaranteed, even the iron man will collapse. 

Issac spoke up at this time: “Orvel, you should learn from Stephen Chow and add some laxatives to the 

water for them.” 

Orvel smiled heatedly, “Good idea, Mr. Issac!” 
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After saying that, Orvel immediately turned to the minions around and said, “You all heard what Mr. 

Issac said, put the laxative ready for me!” 

The minion nodded his head: “Yes, Master!” 

Only then did Orvel ask Issac again, “Mr. Issac, there are still goods to be sent over one after another?” 

“Yes.” Issac nodded: “I guess those people will not rest, they will definitely feel into JX Pharmaceuticals 

to find out what is going on, then come as many as possible to catch.” 

Orvel laughed: “Good! Then I will keep next to these two cages also empty, anyway, I have plenty of 

space here,” 

“Previously I was afraid that the gang came with too much manpower and I was expecting some bad 

management, but now it seems that the management is certainly not too big a problem.” 

The cages are welded strong, but when they are released, they will be cut open.” 

Issac laughed: “That’s better, I’ll prepare some anesthetic needles for you to beat the bears, give them a 

shot through the cage, after all, down directly into the container, a truck pulled to the dock to load the 

ship, it will not take long to send them over to Hamid.” 

Orvel breathed a sigh of relief and laughed, “That’s much better!” 

…… 

At this moment. 

It was early morning in Washington, USA. 

In the military’s research and development base, Roger and Smith are two people sitting in the office 

smoking, and in front of them, there are also the military as well as the CIA executives. 

Early this morning, the heads of their four departments had an emergency meeting, and the CIA 

reported to several others that agents were disappearing one after another. 

While Roger reported to several others that there had been no progress in reverse drug development, 

and that the drugs sent back by Junpei were still ineffective. 

Smith also informed the crowd of the bad news, he contacted JX Pharmaceuticals several times on 

behalf of the FDA, and even raised the price of the drug several times. 



But JX Pharmaceuticals is unwilling to give them even one more box of JX Renewing Pills. 

At this rate, within a few days, the five patients would have to stop taking the medicine. 

The executive is also at a loss, he spoke with some irritation: “All of our agents who entered the interior 

of JX Pharmaceutical, without exception, all disappeared, all of these agents are well-trained top-notch,” 

“But unexpectedly in a private pharmaceutical company their whereabouts unknown, I have temporarily 

called off the work of other agents,” 

“It seems to be impossible in a short time It seems that it is impossible to get the confidential 

information related to JX Pills in a short time.” 

The military representative was surprised and said, “Your agents are all very strong, so it’s okay that 

they didn’t get out, did they give us any useful information?” 

“No.” The executive said, “It feels like that JX Pharmaceutical is like a black hole, people just go in, will 

be completely lost, several European agents are said to have disappeared too, no information.” 

The military representative hurriedly asked, “So what’s your next plan?” 

The executive said, “We still need to find a chance to understand the situation inside JX 

Pharmaceutical,” 

“Not to mention whether we can find the confidential information of JX Renewing Pills, at least we need 

to find the specific whereabouts of our agents and then find a way to get them back.” 

The military representative said with some concern, “I think this matter will be very tricky,” 

“You sent agents to infiltrate a private enterprise to steal secrets, this matter is not on the table, if the 

other party refuses to release, then you can only eat this dumb loss.” 

The executive sighed and said, “If it is not possible, then we can only send a representative to talk to the 

person in charge of JX Pharmaceuticals,” 

“And privately negotiate a release condition, as long as both sides can reach a consensus, then our 

people will have a chance to go home.” 

With that, he looked at Smith and asked offhandedly, “By the way Smith, don’t you plan to make 

another trip to China to talk to the head of JX Pharmaceuticals again?” 

“Yes.” Smith nodded and said, “I do plan to make another trip and buy some more medicine back from 

them.” 

The executive was busy saying, “Then I’ll go with you, and when I do, I’ll claim to be your assistant and 

make contact with the head of JX Pharmaceuticals first to get a feel for it.” 

Smith said awkwardly, “I’m not sure if they’re willing to see me yet, if they’re not, I might have to go to 

that middleman of theirs to broker a meeting” 

“To see if I can get one, if not, then I’ll have to return without any success.” 

“It’s okay.” The executive spoke up and said, “Can we meet, let’s go to China first!” 
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The registration for the Rejuvenation Pill Auction closed soon. 

Nearly a thousand tycoons from all over the world signed up, but in the end, only two hundred were 

able to make the cut. 

After the registration deadline, Warnia began to arrange for her team to start the capital verification 

process. 

If it was a tycoon ranked on Forbes, the latest value announced on Forbes’ list would be used directly, 

but if it was a tycoon who did not appear on Forbes, a series of tedious and elaborate capital verification 

processes had to be carried out. 

As for Charlie’s side, also began to prepare for the auction, the Rejuvenation pills he doesn’t need to 

prepare, after all, is ready-made, needs to prepare, is only the initial promise of his own amulet. 

The amulet is not difficult to make, but the function of this thing is relatively single. 

Some can ward off evil, some can transit, some can avoid disasters, but almost no all-purpose amulet. 

Moreover, according to the “Nine Profound Heavenly Scriptures”, such things as amulets, according to 

the material used to make them and the different levels of ability of the maker, the efficacy gap varies. 

If it is a beginner who knows a bit of idea and the talisman seal, the talisman made is often only very 

weakly effective. 

For example, for the amulet of transit, if the level is average, originally buying a lottery ticket can win 

five dollars, under the augmentation of the amulet, at most will win ten dollars. 

However, if the person who made the talisman is very strong, then the original lottery ticket can win 

two dollars, perhaps a five million may also be possible. 

Moreover, the efficacy of this thing is not like a stack of data, layer upon layer. 

To put it more plainly, lottery prizes span a wide range of levels, the least five, then ten, two hundred, 

three thousand, hundreds of thousands, and even five million. 

This amulet, which allows a person who wins five dollars to win ten, is because its greatest ability is to 

add five dollars to the original base, not to add a notch to the original base. 

If a person’s own luck is already very good, itself can win 300,000 bonus, then even if he wears the 

amulet, it is impossible to win five million, because the difference is too big, far beyond the ability of the 

amulet itself. 

So, if such a person wears a low-level amulet, then at most, he will first rely on his own luck and win the 

300,000 prizes. 

And after cashing out the prize, he will pick up five dollars at the entrance of the lottery center with the 

help of the amulet. 

That’s all. 



The same is true of the amulet for protection from disasters. 

According to the “Nine Profound Heavenly Scriptures”, the precious jade can indeed, as folk say, help 

the master to block disasters, so in many folklore, the precious jade will be broken after blocking 

disasters for the master, and this is not empty talk. 

Because the jade in a certain degree of quality, and worn by the owner for a certain number of years, it 

will naturally become a talisman to prevent disasters. 

However, such a talisman, what kind of disaster can resist, also depends on the effectiveness of the 

talisman itself high or low. 

If the efficacy is low, you may be able to avoid a little bit of head bleeding disaster after going out, but 

when it comes to car accidents, it may not work at all. 

But if the efficacy is high enough, theoretically can be in critical moments to save lives. 

Charlie rarely made amulets before, the main reason is to make amulets need to consume spiritual 

energy, and then his own spiritual energy is not enough, and it is difficult to replenish, so he never dared 

to waste too much spiritual energy on the amulet. 

Only a few times such as to see in Qin Gang’s family had a bloodbath, he used the auction and Jinghai 

grabbed over the giant clams, made a thunderbolt order, a frightening talisman, as well as a sea spirit 

bead string that could calm the spirit and replenish the qi. 

The thunderbolt order, he kept, while the talisman was given to Qin Gang, the string of sea spirit beads 

to his wife Claire. 

And at the time that giant clams, the size of the incomparably large, advanced still have a lot left, Charlie 

has properly preserved. 

Now, his spiritual energy with the help of the Cultivation Pill, more than a hundred times stronger than 

at the beginning. 

So he also just take this opportunity to properly refine a few talismans, as well as make more useful 

talisman seals. 

Charlie first used part of the giant clams to refine a few medium-level disaster-blocking talismans, with 

this talisman augmentation, ordinary people can at least avoid death. 

However, this is limited to ordinary people. 
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Not to mention experts like himself who have an aura around, even for the stronger martial artists this 

amulet is not useful. 

A few amulets are very easy to refine, Charlie made ten out in one breath, intended that two out of the 

auction, the rest will be given to the wife and distributed around friends. 

After the refinement of the talisman, Charlie is ready to refine a stronger talisman seal for himself. 



The previous thunderbolt order, although can call heavenly thunder, but if really encounter experts, I’m 

afraid it is difficult to make a killing blow before the enemy. 

Therefore, Charlie plans to upgrade the Thunderbolt Order. 

The original Thunderbolt Order was made of 10,000-year-old giant clams and lightning wood, but 

because his spiritual energy was less, so only a relatively simple layer of talisman seals was added. 

Now, his spiritual energy is much stronger, so he can completely add multiple layers of symbols to this 

thunderbolt order to multiply its effectiveness. 

So, he spent a lot of spiritual energy to superimpose the thunder-inducing talisman seal in the 

Thunderbolt Order to ten layers. 

And also added the wind and rain-inducing talisman seals, after the great success, this Thunderbolt 

Order could not only induce stronger heavenly thunder, but also call the wind and rain. 

Moreover, with the multi-layered talisman seals, the Thunderbolt Order can be used as strong or weak 

as one wishes, and can be put away freely. 

When using it again, Charlie could stimulate only one layer, or multiple layers, or all the symbols 

according to his needs. 

After the new Thunderbolt Order was finished, the whole thing had become more compact and 

transparent, somewhat like an iced jadeite, but seemed to be moister than jadeite, which made Charlie 

love it. 

However, he also knows very well, this kind of thunderstorm order, usually can not be used 

indiscriminately, and as a last resort, more can not be used at full strength, otherwise, the movement is 

too big, afraid of a bad ending. 

The idea of a thunderstorm order as long as it is stimulated, even if it is only the most basic layer of the 

talisman seal, it is also a thunderstorm, so Charlie began to think about whether to prepare a silent 

weapon for himself. 

He is not a secret agent, nor a special forces soldier, he does not know how to use a gun and does not 

like to use a gun. 

And usually fights with people, either with a thunderbolt order, or just rely on fists and feet, thinking 

about it, always feel the shortcomings of a secure means of attack. 

Charlie could not help but recall those ninjas he met in Japan, these ninjas and himself is the opposite of 

the two extremes. 

He is going out without any weapons, while the ninja, it is not even the throat can be loaded with 

weapons. 

In addition to the useful shuriken, sleeve arrows, blow arrows, hand sword, there are various long knives 

and short blades, and even the tip of the shoe is stuffed with two daggers, they can be said to be armed 

to the teeth. 



They are these weapons, Charlie most interested in, is the hand sword. 

This kind of thing, and flying Daggers of the flying knife almost a meaning, the weapon is short and 

compact, easy to hide, when the strike, also can be unexpected. 

So he followed this line of thought, in the “Nine Profound Heavenly Scriptures”, found a very suitable 

one for his own magic weapon, soul-piercing blade. 

The soul-piercing blade and the thunderstorm order are the same kind of magic weapon. 

The thunderbolt order is to use spiritual energy to stimulate the lightning talisman, the heavenly 

thunder from the sky, while the soul-piercing blade, is to use spiritual energy to stimulate its internal 

flying blade talisman, with spiritual energy into a silent invisible flying blade. 

What Charlie values most is the soundless and invisible. 

The reason why the thunderbolt order is not very popular is because this thing moves too much. 

For Charlie, if the soul piercing blade is refined, if he encounters the four war kings of the Front again in 

provocation, there is no need to kick the stone, in the heart silently urged the soul piercing blade, it will 

be able to take his head from hundreds of meters away! 

But all magic tools, the strength of its effectiveness are closely related to three aspects. 

One, is the material used to refine the magic weapon. 

The better the material, the more powerful the refined magic weapon, which is the same reason as the 

casting of swords, the better the steel used, the sharper and harder the sword. 

Second, is the refiner’s own ability. 

The stronger the aura, the higher the cultivation, the stronger the refined magic weapon, just like the 

gap between ordinary people and the master sword maker, it is insurmountable. 

 


